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Birth - Kinder

GRADES 1 - 5

GRADES 6 - 8

GRADES 9 - 12

COLLEGE +

PARENT ROLE: CAREGIVER - Your priority is to address all of your child’s physical needs
while also laying the foundation for their emotional, mental, and spiritual health.

PARENT GOAL: “See Your Faith” - As you trust in Jesus and consistently practice the three
actions of providing security, building trust, and expressing love, you will help your child to
clearly see your faith.

PARENT ROLE: CRAFTER - You recognize that you’re the most influential person in your
child's life. This is where you instill confidence in their identity, help shape their values, and
provide the positive reinforcement they need. 

PARENT GOAL: “Nurture Their Faith” - As you help your child develop their character, make
wise choices, and recognize and experience consequences, you will help grow their faith.

PARENT ROLE: CHEERLEADER - You offer encouragement and support for your adolescent’s
physical, emotional, social, and spiritual well-being during this challenging stage of life.

PARENT GOAL: “Own Their Faith” - As you lead your child by example, encourage their
questions, have heart-to-heart talks with them, help others together, and provide them with
resources for their spiritual development, you’ll be helping them make their faith their own.

PARENT ROLE: COACH - You involve your teen in the decision making process about the
important stuff. You don't tell them how things should be done, but offer timely advice.

PARENT GOAL: “Activate Their Faith” - As you inspire your teen to develop a sense of
purpose, discover their unique S.H.A.P.E., and determine areas of service, you help them put
their faith in action.

PARENT ROLE: CONSULTANT - You offer thoughtful insights, share experiences, and provide
information to assist them in making informed decisions when your college age child asks for
it. Your approach is to be available and responsive when your child seeks guidance. 

PARENT GOAL: “Reproduce Their Faith” - As you instill a passion for expressing and sharing
their beliefs, they’ll be able to authentically and confidently articulate their faith to others.


